
Fig. [. Troy 1894. Excavation of the fortification wall of the citadel of Troy VI by Wilhelm Dorpfcld in 1894 
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In Search for the City Wall of Homers Troy - Development 
of High Resolution Caesium Magnetometry 1992-1994 

Collaboration of Bavarian State Conservation Office, Depart
ment Archaeological Prospection and Aerial Archaeology 
(H. Becker, J. W. E. Fassbinder) and the Troy Project. Universi
ty of Tubingen and University of Cincinatti (M. Korfmann, 
B. Rose, H. G. Jansen) 

Since 1868 when Heinrich Schliemann came to Troy trying to 
verify the story of the Trojan war the site remains a focus for ar
chaeological research. Schliemann worked very hard searching 
the lower city of Troy as described in the Iliad. After the excava
tion of numerous "wells" ( t o d a y we would say deep trenches) 
and f inding only pottery of the Roman and Greek period, but 
none of older types which would be expected for the remains of 
Troy of the Iliad - he states rather disappointed and being abso
lutely sure that Troy consists only of the citadel, the so-called 
Pcrgamos, but no lower city. He also says that Homer must have 
exagerated in this point in the Iliad. 

More than 100 years later the modern excavations in the ruins 
of Hisarlik-Troy undertaken since 1988 by M. Korfmann (Uni
versity of Tubingen for the pre-Roman periodcs) and C. Rose 
(University of Cincinatti for the Hellenistic and Roman periods) 
unearthed also some settlement patterns outside of the fortifica
tion wall of the 6"' "ci ty" Troy VI of the citadel which gave evi
dence for a "lower settlement" but there was still the city wall 
missing which should surround the "lower city" of Late Bronze 
AgeTroy VI. 

Troy became a test field for the development of high resolu
tion caesium magnetometry and marks the enormous step from 
Nanotesla- to Picotesla systems 1992/1993 and 1994. First tests 
for magnetic prospection by Hans-Giintcr Jansen 1990 and 1991 
using a fluxgate gradiometcr Geoscan FM18 results in a very 
impressive picture of the Roman city Troy X but showed not the 
slightest sign for structures of Troy VI (Jansen. 1992). In 1992, 
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Fig. 2. The Trojan Horse. Figure on a Korinthian aryballos, around 560 
B.C., Paris, Cabinet des Medailles 

we (the author and Jorg FaBbinder) made a first test for high res
olution caesium magnetometry in an area far South of the cita
del, where one should expect the fortification wall of Troy VI, 
but which was not visible in the previous f luxgate-magnetome-
try. We used the Varian/Scintrex V101 caesium magnetometer 
which gave a sensitivity of 0.1 nT (Nanotesla) at 0.1 sec. cycle 
in the variometer mode at halfmeter spacial resolution. The dis
crete measurements at 0.5 m interval were triggered by an auto-
mised distance meter which was fixed at the box containing the 
readout unit for the magnetometer, an Epson handheld comput
er for data logging, the interface electronics and the power sup
ply (12 V car battery) (Fig. 3). 

The magnetogram of the 1992 measurement shows clearly the 
setup of the Roman city Ilium by straight streets and rectangular 
insulae measuring 106.60 to 53.30 m, which correspond to 360 
to 180 Roman foot. Obviously the city planers of Troy IX com
bined two 180 foot squares to one insula-rectangle. A second 
measure may be deduced by a rectangular structure, which is ro
tated by 10 degrees to the west of the Roman orientation. These 
rectangles measure 180 to 150 Milesian yards and may be the 
measure of the Hellenistic city Troy VIII. But only few buildings 
are completely visible in the magnetogram. The superposition of 
several cities - here at least the three Hellentistic, Roman and 

Fig. 3. Troy 1992. Magnetic prospecting in the lower city of Troy in 
1992 using the caesium magnetometer Scintrex V101 in the variometer 
mode; the base sensor is fixed to the middle tree in the background 
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Byzantine city - results in a very confusing image of the archae
ological structures monitored by the magnetic anomalies 30 cm 
above ground. Strangely enough the discovery of the searched 
Late Bronze Age city fortification of Troy VI caused only little 
problems. This positive magnetic anomaly was detected by its 
completely different orientation and signature in the southern 
part of the prospected area in 400 m distance f rom the citadel. 
First it was thought that this was the burnt wall of Troy as de
scribed in the Iliad. But the excavation in summer 1993 un
earthed a ditch cut into the rock. This misinterpretation was 
caused by the result of a drilling program in the area of the low
er city of Troy, which gave a depth of the bedrock in 2 to 3 m. We 
only had to turn the calculated model of the burnt wall upside 
down to get the filled in ditch of the fort if ication of Troy VI. A 
first reconstruction of the lower city of Late Bronze Age Troy VI 
on the base of the magnetic prospection revealed a min imum 
size of about 18 ha, which would give space for 6,000 inhabi
tants. Troy became a real city as described in Homer 's Iliad (Fig. 
4 and 5). 

Unfortunately the new Picotesla magnetometer system was 
not ready by the summer campain 1993, so we had to rely again 
on the old V101 caesium magnetometer. Following the fortifica
tion ditch to the west Troy VI grows bigger and bigger covering 
an area of at least 22 to 25 hectare, which would be enough for 
10,000 to 20,000 people. The relicts of the foundations of a huge 
stonebox wall of the type "Alisar" (Anatolia) could be identified 
in the magnetogram, but this was never verfied by the excava
tion. There are also two gates (interruptions of the ditch) in the 
south and the southwest, and one could think about the Scaeian 
Gate mentioned in the Iliad where Hector was killed by Achilleus. 

Af te r the news went round the world, that the burnt wall of 
Homers Troy was discovered, I was asked early in 1993 by Rob
ert Pavlik from Picodas (Canada), if a high resolution caesium 
magnetometer with Picotesla sensitivity should be designed for 
archaeological prospection on the ground. In a very fruitful col
laboration the hard- and software of recently developed airborne 
magnetometer systems were modif ied for the archaeological ap
plication on the ground, which resulted in the MEP720/CS2 sys
tem with M A G R A D software. The main advances of this system 
compared with the previous V101 was the ultra high sensitivity 
of I Picotesla, t ime mode - rather than distance triggered - sam
pling, which opens the possibilty of bandpass-fi l tering (1 or 2 
sec) set in the hardware of the magnetometer-processor for can
celling the high frequency time variations. M A G R A D software 
and data logging were installed on an subnotebook computer Ol
ivetti XX, which could be powered also by a 12 V battery. Be
fore using this new magnetometer in Troy in August 1994, it was 
already tested extensivly in spring 1994 at the chalcolithic forti
f ied settlement of Monte da Ponte in Portugal (Becker, 1995, see 
below). 

Fig. 4. Troy 1992. Discovery of the fortification ditch of the "Homeric" 
city of Troy VI in the magnetogram. Caesium magnetometer Scintrex 
V10I, sensitivity 0,1 nT, variometer mode, raster 0.5/0.5 m, dynamics 
-20.0/+31.2 nT in 256 grayscales (black/white), 20 m grid. North up
wards 
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< Fig. 5. Troy 1992. Plan and reconstruction on the base of the magneto-
gram in Fig. 4 with the insulae of Roman Ilium (Troy IX), Hellenistic 
[lion (Troy VIII) and the trace of the "Homeric" fortification of the low
er city (Troy VI); the Late Bronze Age buildings of the citadel (Troy VT), 
the Hellenistic and Roman sanctuary (Troy VIII/IX) after the plan of 
Wilhelm Dorpfcld. Troja und Ilion (1902) 

<] Fig. 6. Troy 1992-1994. a) Aerial photo with the citadel of Troy and the 
traces of archaeological activities since H. Schliemann 1868 (Photo
graph H. G. Jansen, 1989). The area for magnetic prospection is adja
cent to the south (downwards) 
b) Magnctogram for the area south of the citadel of Troy. Clearly visible 
is the system of streets and insulae of the Roman Ilion Troy IX, but there 
can be also detected the trace of the Late Bronze Age fortification ditch 
of the "Homeric" Troy VI (see plan Fig. 6 for orientation); for technical 
details sec Fig. 4 

Fig. 7. Troy 1992-1994. Magnetic prospection in Troy with caesium 
magnetometers V101 (0.1 nT) at 0.5 by 0.5 intervals (9 ha on the right-
hand side) and CS2-MEP720 system (0.005 nT) with 0.5 by 0.25 m in
tervals (5 ha 1994 on the left-hand side); both in variometer mode; sen
sor hight above ground 0.3 m: magnctogram in digital image processing 
technique; dynamics -10.0 to +15.5 nT in 256 grcyscale (black to 
white); 20 m grid 
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In Troy the ultra high sensitivity of the CS2-MEP720 system 
is not needed because of the extraordinarily high content of ge
ological magnetite in the cultural debris, but the new instrument 
was even faster in the field than the previous V101 system. An
other 6 ha area could be prospected by the new system over ten 
days in 1994 at a even higher spacial resolution of 0.2 to 0.5 m 
with t ime mode sampling, which still is 1.5 t imes faster than the 
previous V101 system with 0.5 to 0.5 m spacial resolution with 
discrete point sampling. With the picotesla system there seems 
to be hardly any non-linear phase shift in the zigzag-mode sam
pled data. The walking speed dependent resampling procedure 
results in an almost sharp image, even after fast sampling in the 
field. 

The magnetogram from 1994 adds again some important in
formation about the urban structure of ancient Troy. Following 
the setup of the Roman city Troy IX we could control the extra
polation of the insula-system another 300 m to the east simply by 
testing the location of the crossing of the streets. The most im
portant result was found in the outmost corner the very last 20 m 
grid to the West, where another ditch appeared. Its magnetic sig
nature, size and location on the last rock bank above the Ska-
mander plain gave enough evidence that we have found another 
Troy VI ditch - some 50 m outside the Hellenistic/Roman city 
wall. Homer 's Troy might have been even bigger than the later 
city of Roman Ilium. The area of Troy VI would grow to at least 
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— FlyrgrcmiD Fig. 8. Troy 1992-1994. Plan and reconstruction on the base of the mag-
El] f[«{j|j l"i9ii - S3 netogram in Fig. 7 with the insulae of Roman Ilium (Troy IX). Hellenis-
n~] rraiptttieii „ , , , , , , , , , tic Ilion (Troy VIII) and the trace of the "Homeric" fortification of the 
m [|.ii*M.ut«iltr It-It lower city (Troy VI); the Late Bronze Age buildings of the citadel (Troy 
• fnbuKiiicbei DM - u _ ,;„,;; !JM}nJI,5i VI) , the Hellenistic and Roman sanctuary (Troy VIII/1X) after the plan 
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300,000 square metre (30 hectare) with a periphery of more than 
2 km. Still one should keep in mind that the eastern border and 
fortification of Troy VI is not being prospected at all. 

Therefore it would be very important continuing the most suc
cessful prospection of the cities of Troy by caesium magneto-
metry. Hard to believe that all further plans for finishing the mag
netic prospecting of Troy were blocked by the project director. 
Obviously even modern archaeologists have problems accepting 
scientific generated data and information about areas, which 
could never be investigated by digging. The ready to use modern 
magnetometer systems with multi-sensor technic could do the 
j o b of prospecting all the remaining areas of Troy/Ilion/llium 
within 14 days. Interesting to consider how Heinrich Schlie-
mann would have accepted these modern technologies for pro
ducing archaeological city maps in short times. 
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